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Problem Sums Practice 
 

1. A computer costs 16 times as much as a chair. If the chair costs $179, find the cost 

of 2 computers. 

2. A fruit seller had some apples. He threw away 159 rotten ones and sold 2867 

apples. If he bought another 853 apples and found that he had 1285 apples left. 

How many apples did he have at first? 

3. There were thrice as many swimmers as non-swimmers at a swimming carnival. 

After 40 non-swimmers had left the carnival, there were 5 times as many 

swimmers as non-swimmers at the carnival. How many swimmers were there at 

the carnival? 

4. Jonathan gave  
5

12
  of his sweets to Darren and  

1

12
  of them to Karen.  

(a) What fraction of his sweets did he give away in all? 

(b) What fraction of his sweets were left? 

5. A packet of sugar costs $3 while a packet of rice costs $2 more than a packet of 

sugar. A shop owner paid $3313 for some packets of sugar and rice. If he had 

bought 67 more packets of sugar than rice, how many packets of rice did he buy? 

6. Emily kept 300 local stamps and 500 foreign stamps in Album A. She kept 500 

local stamps and 225 foreign stamps in Album B. She transferred some stamps 

from Album B to Album A. After that, she had the same number of local and 

foreign stamps in Album A and 4 times as many local stamps as foreign stamps in 

Album B. Find the total number of stamps Emily transferred from Album B to 

Album A. 
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7. The total cost of 3 similar shirts and a camera is $1268. The camera cost $899. How 

much more does the camera cost than each shirt? Round off your answer to the 

nearest hundred dollars? 

8. Rose made 640 chicken pies. She sold  
3

5
  of them. She then shared the remaining 

pies equally with Patrick, Samuel and Matilda.  

(a) How any chicken pies did she sell? 

(b) How many chicken pies did Patrick receive? 

9. Nancy sold 300 more cookies than Louis. Tony sold 85 more cookies than Nancy. 

The 3 of them sold 1135 cookies altogether. 

(a) How many cookies did Nancy sell? 

(b) How many cookies did Tony sell? 

10. Box A contained 40 more books than Box B. Box C contained twice as many books 

as Box A. If the 3 boxes contained 360 books altogether, 

(a) how many books did Box B contain? 

(b) how many books did Boxes A and B contain altogether? 

11. Sarah had 230 pies. If she gave 70 pies to Aaron, both of them would have the 

same number of pies. Joe had 7 times as many pies as Aaron. How many pies did 

the 3 children have altogether? 

12. Tanya paid  total of $640 for 2 similar watches and 12 similar T-shirts. Each watch 

cost 4 times as much as each T-shirt. How much did Tanya pay for each T-shirt? 
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